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 ARTIST: K4DJ
 TITLE: “Take Me Up”
 FORMAT: WAV/MP3
 LABEL: FANTOMAS RECORDS
 CAT. No: FNTM058
 RELEASE DATE: LATE NOVEMBER
 GENRE: Booty-Bass
 COVER DESIGN: Lemon
 DISTRIBUTION: Disco Distribution

 FANTOMAS RECORDS is a new high quality Booty-Breaks label created by two  of the most
experienced producers/djs of the Breaks scene. Top quality  Booty singles, amazing dancefloor
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fillers series and unique compilations  are already on the pipeline. Stay tuned! 

 The magnificent mansion of Thomery, the sugar refiner, overlooked the  park Monceau. It was
approached by a very quiet little avenue, in which  were a few big houses: it opened on to the
boulevard Malesherbes, and  was known as the avenue de Valois. All the dwellings there are 
sumptuous, richly inhabited, and if the avenue is peaceful and silent by  day, it is no uncommon
thing to see it of an evening crowded with  carriages and luxurious motor-cars, come to fetch
the owners away to  dinners and entertainments. On this particular evening the approaches to 
the avenue de Valois were full of animation. Motors and broughams  succeeded one another in
a long file, putting down the guests of Thomery  under an immense marquee, covering the steps
leading up to the  vestibule.All the smart world had been invited to the reception: all  Paris
swarmed into the brilliantly illuminated entrance-halls of the  mansion. Two mounted policemen
sat as immovable as bronze caryatides on  either side of the entrance, whilst a swarm of
policemen made the  carriages move on, and drove away from the aristocratic avenue de Valois
 the band of poverty-stricken and ragged creatures who crowded the  pavement with the hope
of securing a handsome tip by opening a carriage  door or picking up some fallen object. It was
no easy matter to keep  order. One of the police sergeants accustomed to ceremonial functions 
remarked to one of his younger colleagues:"I have seen balls and  receptions enough! Well, my
boy, this Thomery affair is as fine a set  out as if it were at the President's!"
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 FANTOMAS RECORDS 
 “BOOTY BASS FROM DA BARRIO”
 Available LATE NOVEMBER from all major online retailers.
soundcloud.com/fantomas-records
www.discodistribution.com
soundcloud.com/k4dj-a-k-a-dudbass
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 PREVIEWS ON SOUNDCLOUD
soundcloud.com/fantomas-records/fntm058-k4dj-take-me-up-cut

 BEATPORT LINK
www.beatport.com/release/take-me-up/2164992
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